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Old System Versus New System

Ratings- 2019

 Excellent  0-19

 Good  20-39

 Fair 40-69

 Marginal 70-99

 Unacceptable 100+

Ratings- 2020

 Pass 50 points or less

 Reinspection required   

50-109 points

 Closed- 110 points



Old System Versus New System

Point System- 2019

 Violations had 1 or 2 point 

values available

 Based on severity and/or 

type of violation 

(priority/priority 

foundation versus core)

 Point values of 0-25 

possible

Point System- 2020

 Some violations now have 

3 point value choices

 Still based on severity 

and/or type of violation. 

 Point values of 0-25 

possible



Old System

 Based on repeat violations from inspection to inspection

 1st Regular inspection- Violations A, B, C, D, E, F cited

 1st Follow-up inspection- Violations A, C and F cited again (repeat)

 2nd Follow-up inspection- Violation C cited again (repeat)

 3rd Follow-up inspection- Violation C corrected- 1st Civil Penalty 

Issued

 Next regular inspection had to have violation C maintained corrected



New System

 Based on overall view of the facility, not 

individual violations.

 Based on score received.

 Only one type of inspection (full).

 No longer Regular and Follow-up inspection.

 Means no longer just looking at last violations cited, 

another full inspection will be conducted.



Old System Versus New System

Letters- 2019

 Issued after each follow-up 

inspection if there was a repeat 

violation. 

 Implemented a time frame 

before follow-up inspections 

could occur (wanted to leave 

adequate time for letter to 

arrive and be addressed by the 

facility)

Letters- 2020

 One issued prior to inspection 

where facility may be closed 

and issued a civil penalty. 

 Provided onsite during 

inspection

 One issued noting that facility 

has been closed.

 Provided onsite during 

inspection



When are Civil Penalties Assessed or 

Closure Required?

 There are 3 conditions in which a facility may 
be closed

 Due to imminent health hazard

 Due to exceeding 50 points on 4 out of 5 inspections

 Receiving a closed rating*

 * Point rating in of itself may not require the facility to close even if closed is rating received.  



Old System Versus New System

Imminent Health Hazard-2019

 Sewage backup

 Pest infestation

 Lack of power

 Lack of water or hot 

water

 Lack of refrigeration

Imminent Health Hazard-2020

 All those conditions still apply

 Now adds in the following:

 Means a significant threat or 

danger to heath that is considered 

to exist when there is evidence 

sufficient to show that a product, 

practice, circumstance or event 

creates a situation that requires 

immediate correction or cessation 

of operation to prevent injury 

based on:

 # of potential injuries and

 Nature, severity, duration of injury



I received a closed rating, now what

 That rating will remain on the website as do unacceptable ratings 

currently. 

 The inspector, along with management, will decide if the facility shall 

remain closed from the rating (using imminent health hazard definition) 

or shall be re-opened onsite.  

 If the facility is re-opened onsite another inspection indicating such as be 

shown on the website. 

 Example:  11/4/19- CLOSED

11/4/19- Conditions for re-opening met, facility opened

 Another full inspection will be conducted at a later point in time.



Inspections with greater than 50 plus 

points.

 In order for the inspection to “count” in the enforcement process the point 

total from the inspection will have to exceed 50 points.  

 The facility then cannot have more than 4 inspections in a row with 50 or 

more points or 4 out of 5 inspections.  

 Example:

 10/1/2019- 95 points Reinspection Required

 10/25/2019- 65 points Reinspection Required

 11/10/2019- 70 points Reinspection Required

 11/20/2019- 65 points Closed

 This would result in immediate closure for up to 3 days (provided items were resolved) 

and the assessment of up to $1000 civil penalty. 



Inspections with greater than 50 plus 

points continued. 

 Example #2:

 10/1/2019- 85 points- Reinspection Required

 10/20/2019- 70 points- Reinspection Required

 11/3/2019- 20 points- Pass

 2/2/2020- 80 points- Reinspection Required

 2/25/2020- 70 points- Closed

 This would result in immediate closure for up to 3 days (provided items were 

resolved) and the assessment of up to $1000 civil penalty as the facility met the 4 

out of 5 inspections.  


